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One of the most celebrated problems of fault-tolerant distributed computing is the
consensus problem. It was shown to abstract a myriad of problems in which processes
have to agree on a single value. Consensus applications include fundamental services
for the environments of the Cloud or Blockchain. In such challenging environments,
malicious behavior is often modeled as adversarial Byzantine faults. At OPODIS
2010, Mostéfaoui and Raynal, in short, MR, presented a Byzantine- and intrusiontolerant solution to consensus in which the decided value cannot be a value proposed
only by Byzantine processes. In addition to this validity property, MR has optimal
resilience since it can deal with up to t < n/3 Byzantine processes, where n is the
number of processes. We note that MR provides this multivalued consensus object
(which accepts proposals taken from a set with a finite number of values) assuming
the availability of a single Binary consensus object (which accepts proposals taken
from the set {0, 1}).
This work, which focuses on multivalued consensus, aims at the design of an even
more robust solution than MR. Our proposal expands MR’s fault-model with selfstabilization, a vigorous notion of fault-tolerance. In addition to tolerating Byzantine and communication failures, self-stabilizing systems can automatically recover
after the occurrence of arbitrary transient-faults. These faults represent any violation of the assumptions according to which the system was designed to operate
(provided that the algorithm code remains intact). We propose, to the best of
our knowledge, the first self-stabilizing solution for intrusion-tolerant multivalued
consensus for asynchronous message-passing systems prone to Byzantine failures.

1 Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
The consensus problem is one of the most challenging tasks in fault-tolerant distributed computing. The problem definition is rather simple. It assumes that each non-faulty process advocates
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for a single value from a given set V . The problem requires MVC-Completion, i.e., all nonfaulty processes decide a value, MVC-Agreement, i.e., no two non-faulty processes can decide
different values, and MVC-Validity, i.e., only a value that was proposed can be decided. When
the set, V , from which the proposed values are taken is {0, 1}, the problem is called Binary
consensus. Otherwise, it is named multivalued consensus. This work studies robust solutions
to the problem of multivalued consensus that assume access to a single Binary consensus object. We aim at designing solutions that have higher degrees of dependability than the existing
implementations.

1.2 Byzantine fault-tolerance
Lamport, Shostak, and Pease [30] say that a process commits a Byzantine failure if it deviates
from the algorithm instructions, say, by deferring (or omitting) messages that were sent by the
algorithm or sending messages that it never sent. Such malicious behavior can be the result
of hardware malfunctions or software errors as well as coordinated malware attacks. In order
to safeguard against such attacks, Mostéfaoui and Raynal [36, 37] as well as Correia, Neves,
and Verı́ssimo [16, 38] suggested the MVC-no-intrusion validity requirement (aka intrusiontolerance). Specifically, the decided value cannot be a value that was proposed only by faulty
processes. Also, when it is not possible to decide on a value, the transient error symbol, Ψ, is
returned.
For the sake of deterministic solvability [26, 30, 39, 40], we assume that there are at most t <
n/3 Byzantine processes in the system, where n is the total number of processes. It is also wellknown that no deterministic (multivalued or binary) consensus solution exists for asynchronous
systems in which at least one process may crash (or one process can be Byzantine) [27]. The
studied multivalued consensus algorithms circumvent this impossibility by assuming that the
system model is enriched with a Byzantine-tolerant object that solves binary consensus. I.e.,
the studied solutions [37] reduce multivalued consensus to binary consensus.

1.3 Self-stabilization
We study an asynchronous message-passing system that has no guarantees on the communication delay and the algorithm cannot explicitly access the local clock. Our fault model includes
(i) undetectable Byzantine failures, and (ii) communication failures, such as packet omission,
duplication, and reordering.
In addition to the failures captured by our model, we also aim to recover from arbitrary
transient-faults, i.e., any temporary violation of assumptions according to which the system
and network were designed to operate. This includes the corruption of control variables, such
as the program counter and packet payloads, as well as operational assumptions, such as that at
most t < n/3 processes are not faulty. Since the occurrence of these failures can be arbitrarily
combined, we assume that these transient-faults can alter the system state in unpredictable
ways. In particular, when modeling the system, Dijkstra [18] assumes that these violations bring
the system to an arbitrary state from which a self-stabilizing system should recover, see [19, 2]
for details. I.e., Dijkstra requires recovery after the last occurrence of a transient-fault and once
the system has recovered, it must never violate the task requirements.

1.4 Related work
Ever since the seminal work of Lamport, Shostak, and Pease [30] four decades ago, Byzantinetolerant consensus has been an active research subject, see [17]. The recent rise of distributed
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Figure 1: Our architecture assumes the availability of Byzantine-tolerant binary consensus. The studied
problems appear in boldface fonts. The other layers mentioned in the text above are in plain
font.

ledger technologies, e.g., [1], brought phenomenal attention to the subject since Blockchain
technology market worth is expected to reach 395 B USD by 2028. 1 Therefore, we aim to
provide a degree of dependability that is higher than existing solutions.
Ben-Or, Kelmer, and Rabin [3] presented the first reduction from multivalued consensus to
binary consensus, in the presence of asynchrony and Byzantine processes. They do not consider
intrusion tolerance. As mentioned, Mostéfaoui and Raynal [36, 37] as well as Correia, Neves,
and Verı́ssimo [16, 38] proposed the notion of intrusion tolerance. Our contribution is a selfstabilizing variation on the solution by Mostéfaoui and Raynal [36].
There are (non-self-stabilizing) Byzantine fault-tolerant solutions [41] and (none Byzantine
fault-tolerant) self-stabilizing solutions [6, 21, 33, 32]. Mostéfaoui, Moumen, and Raynal [35,
34] presented Byzantine-tolerant algorithms for solving Binary consensus using common coins.
Recently, Georgiou et al. [28] proposed a self-stabilizing variation on the one in [34] that satisfies
the safety requirements, i.e., agreement and validity, with an exponentially high probability
that depends only on a predefined constant. Georgiou et al.’s solution can be used as the selfstabilizing Byzantine-tolerant Binary consensus object needed for our solution. In the broader
context of self-stabilizing Byzantine-tolerant solutions for message-passing systems, we find
solutions for topology discovery [22], storage [11, 10, 9, 8, 7], clock synchronization [24, 31, 29],
approximate agreement [12], asynchronous unison [25] to name a few. Also, Byzantine-tolerant
state-machine replication by Binun et al. [4, 5] for synchronous systems and Dolev et al. [20]
for practically-self-stabilizing partially-synchronous systems.

1.5 The studied architecture
Many Cloud computing and distributed ledger technologies are based on state-machine replication. Following Raynal [41, Ch. 16 and 19], Figure 1 illustrates how total order broadcast
can facilitate the ordering of the automaton’s state transitions. This order can be defined by
instances of multivalued consensus objects, which in turn, invokes binary consensus, such as the
one by Georgiou et al. [28]. This work focuses on transforming the non-self-stabilizing solution
for Byzantine- and intrusion-tolerant multivalued consensus by Mostéfaoui and Raynal [36, 37]
into one that is self-stabilizing and Byzantine- and intrusion-tolerant. Just as Mostéfaoui and
Raynal, we do not consider the management of multivalued consensus invocations via sequence
numbers. However, we assume that such mechanisms eventually recycle all consensus objects,
see [28, 33] for details. Thus, as long as all invocations of consensus objects complete eventually,
the system reaches a state after which all invocations of consensus objects are completed, and
their state is not corrupted.
1
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1.6 Our contribution
We present a fundamental module for dependable distributed systems: a self-stabilizing Byzantinetolerant algorithm for multivalued consensus for asynchronous message-passing systems. We
obtain this new self-stabilizing algorithm via a transformation of the non-self-stabilizing MR
algorithm by Mostéfaoui and Raynal [36]. MR offers optimal resilience by assuming t < n/3,
where t is the number of faulty processes and n is the total number of processes. The proposed
solution preserves this optimality.
In the absence of transient-faults, our solution achieves consensus within a constant time as
in the MR algorithm. After the occurrence of any finite number of arbitrary transient-faults,
the system recovers eventually (while assuming execution fairness).
The communication costs of the studied and proposed algorithms are similar. The main
difference is that our solution unifies all the types of messages sent by the different MR’s
algorithms into a single message that is repeatedly sent. Note that this repetition is imperative
since self-stabilizing systems cannot stop sending messages [19, Chapter 2.3]. Also, as there is a
constant number of message types, the message size is a constant that depends only on log2 |V |,
where V is the set of values that can be proposed.
To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first self-stabilizing Byzantine- and intrusiontolerant algorithm for solving multivalued consensus in asynchronous message-passing systems
that are enriched by a single Binary consensus object. We believe that our solution can stimulate
research for the design of algorithms for the environments of the Cloud and distributed ledger
technologies that are far more robust than the existing implementations since the latter cannot
recover after the occurrence of transient faults.

2 System Settings
We consider an asynchronous message-passing system that has no guarantees on the communication delay. Also, the algorithm cannot explicitly access the (local) clock (or use timeout
mechanisms). The system consists of a set, P, of n fail-prone nodes (or processes) with unique
identifiers. Any pair of nodes pi , pj ∈ P has access to a bidirectional communication channel,
channel j,i , that, at any time, has at most channelCapacity ∈ Z + packets on transit from pj to
pi (this assumption is due to a known impossibility [19, Chapter 3.2]).
In the interleaving model [19], the node’s program is a sequence of (atomic) steps. Each step
starts with an internal computation and finishes with a single communication operation, i.e.,
a message send or receive. The state, si , of node pi ∈ P includes all of pi ’s variables and
channel j,i . The term system state (or configuration) refers to the tuple c = (s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ). We
define an execution (or run) R = c[0], a[0], c[1], a[1], . . . as an alternating sequence of system
states c[x] and steps a[x], such that each c[x + 1], except for the starting one, c[0], is obtained
from c[x] by a[x]’s execution.

2.1 The fault model and self-stabilization
The legal executions (LE) set refers to all the executions in which the requirements of the task
T hold. In this work, TMVC denotes the task of multivalued consensus, which Section 1 specifies,
and the executions in the set LEMVC fulfill TMVC ’s requirements.
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2.1.1 Benign failures
A failure occurrence is a step that the environment takes rather than the algorithm. When the
occurrence of a failure cannot cause the system execution to lose legality, i.e., to leave LE, we
refer to that failure as a benign one.
• Communication failures and fairness.
We consider solutions that are oriented towards
asynchronous message-passing systems and thus they are oblivious to the time at which the
packets arrive and depart. We assume that any message can reside in a communication channel
only for a finite period. Also, the communication channels are prone to packet failures, such
as omission, duplication, and reordering. However, if pi sends a message infinitely often to pj ,
node pj receives that message infinitely often. We refer to the latter as the fair communication
assumption.
We note that studied algorithms assume reliable communication channels whereas the proposed solution does not make any assumption regarding reliable communications. Section 4.1.2
provides further details regarding the reasons why the proposed solution cannot make this
assumption.
• Arbitrary node failures.
Byzantine faults model any fault in a node including crashes, and
arbitrary malicious behaviors. Here the adversary lets each node receive the arriving messages
and calculate its state according to the algorithm. However, once a node (that is captured by
the adversary) sends a message, the adversary can modify the message in any way, delay it for
an arbitrarily long period or even remove it from the communication channel. The adversary
can also send messages spontaneously. Note that the adversary has the power to coordinate
such actions without any limitation about his computational or communication power. For the
sake of solvability [30, 39, 42], the fault model that we consider limits only the number of nodes
that can be captured by the adversary. That is, the number, t, of Byzantine failures needs to
be less than one-third of the number, n, of nodes in the system, i.e., 3t + 1 ≤ n. The set of
non-faulty nodes is denoted by Correct and called the set of correct nodes.
2.1.2 Arbitrary transient-faults
We consider any temporary violation of the assumptions according to which the system was
designed to operate. We refer to these violations and deviations as arbitrary transient-faults
and assume that they can corrupt the system state arbitrarily (while keeping the program code
intact). The occurrence of a transient fault is rare. Thus, we assume that the last arbitrary
transient fault occurs before the system execution starts [19]. Also, it leaves the system to start
in an arbitrary state.

2.2 Dijkstra’s self-stabilization
An algorithm is self-stabilizing with respect to LE, when every execution R of the algorithm
reaches within a finite period a suffix Rlegal ∈ LE that is legal. Namely, Dijkstra [18] requires
∀R : ∃R0 : R = R0 ◦ Rlegal ∧ Rlegal ∈ LE ∧ |R0 | ∈ Z + , where the operator ◦ denotes that
R = R0 ◦ R00 is the concatenation of R0 with R00 .
2.2.1 Execution fairness and wait-free guarantees
Given a step a, we say that a is applicable to system state c if there exists system state c0 , such
that a leads to c0 from c. We say that a system execution is fair when every step of a correct
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Algorithm 1: ND- and BRB-broadcast; code for pi .
1
2
3

4
5

operation brbBroadcast(m) do broadcast INIT(m);
upon INIT(mJ ) first arrival from pj do broadcast ECHO(j, mJ );
upon ECHO(k , mJ ) arrival from pj do { if ECHO(k , mJ ) received from at least
(n+t)/2 nodes ∧ READY(k , mJ ) not yet broadcast then ndDeliver(j, mJ );
broadcast READY(k , mJ ) } ;
upon READY(k , mJ ) arrival from pj begin
if READY(k , mJ ) received from (t+1) nodes ∧ READY(k , mJ )
not yet broadcast then broadcast READY(k , mJ ) ;
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if READY(k , mJ ) received from at least (2t+1) nodes ∧hk , mJ i
not yet BRB-Delivered

then brbDeliver (k , mJ ) ;

node that is applicable infinitely often is executed infinitely often and fair communication is
kept.
Self-stabilizing algorithms often assume that their executions are fair [19]. Wait-free algorithms guarantee that operations (that were invoked by non-failing nodes) always complete in
the presence of asynchrony and any number of node failures. This work assumes execution fairness during the period in which the system recovers from the occurrence of the last arbitrary
transient fault.

3 The studied algorithms
As depicted by Figure 1, the solution by Mostéfaoui and Raynal [37] includes the layers presented
in sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.

3.1 Byzantine reliable broadcast (BRB)
Bracha and Toueg [15] proposed this communication abstraction, which allows every node to
invoke the brbBroadcast(v) operation and raise the brbDeliver() event upon message arrival, such
that the following requirements hold.
• BRB-validity. Suppose a correct node BRB-delivers message m from a correct node pi .
Then, pi BRB-broadcast m.
• BRB-integrity. No correct node BRB-delivers more than once.
• BRB-no-duplicity.
No two correct nodes BRB-deliver different messages from pi (who
might be faulty).
• BRB-Completion-1. Suppose pi is a correct sender. All the correct nodes BRB-deliver
its message eventually.
• BRB-Completion-2. Suppose a correct node BRB-delivers a message from pi (who might
be faulty). All correct nodes BRB-deliver a message from pi eventually.
We note that BRB-no-duplicity and BRB-Completion-2 implies that if a correct node BRBdelivers m from node pi (faulty or not), all correct nodes eventually BRB-deliver m. Also, the
studied BRB-broadcast algorithm is based on a simpler communication abstraction called noduplicity broadcast (ND-broadcast) by Toueg [42, 41]. It includes all of the above requirements
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Algorithm 2: VBB-broadcast; code for pi
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

operation vbbBroadcast(v) begin
brbBroadcast INIT(i, v);
wait |rec|≥n−t where rec is the multiset of BRB-delivered values;
brbBroadcast VALID(i, (equal (v, rec) ≥ n−2t));
foreach pj ∈ P execute concurrently do
wait VALID(j, x) and INIT(j, v) BRB-delivered from pj ;
if x then {wait (equal (v, rec) ≥ n−2t); d ← v};
else {wait (differ (v, rec) ≥ t+1); d ← Ψ};
vbbDeliver(d) at pi as the value VBB-broadcast by pj ;

except BRB-Completion-2. Just like Bracha [13, 14], we study the BRB-broadcast algorithm
after studying the ND-broadcast algorithm.
3.1.1 No-Duplicity Broadcast
Algorithm 1 brings the algorithm by Toueg [42]. The boxed code lines 3 to 6 are irrelevant
to the implementation of ND-broadcast but the strikethrough code (line 3’s consequent clause
of the if-statement) is part of the ND-broadcast implementation. Algorithm 1 assumes that
every correct node invokes ND-broadcast at most once. Node pi initiates the ND-broadcasts of
mi by sending INIT(i, mi ) to all nodes (line 1). Upon this message’s first arrival to node pj ,
it disseminates the fact that pi has initiated m’s ND-broadcast by sending ECHO(j, mi ) to all
nodes (line 2). Upon this message arrival to pk from more than (n+t)/2 different nodes, pk is
ready to ND-deliver hj, mi i (line 3).
3.1.2 Byzantine Reliable Broadcast
As mentioned, we present the BRB-broadcast algorithm as an extension of the ND-broadcast
algorithm. Algorithm 1 satisfies the requirements of reliable broadcast assuming t < n/3. The
boxed code lines 3 to 6 are part of the BRB-broadcast algorithm and the strikethrough code
(the consequent clause of the if-statement in line 3) is irrelevant.
The first difference between the ND-broadcast and BRB-broadcast algorithms is in the consequent clause of the if-statement in line 3, where ND-delivery of hj, mi is replaced with the
broadcast of READY(j, m). This broadcast indicates that pi is ready to BRB-deliver hj, mi as
soon as it receives sufficient support, i.e., the arrival of READY(j, m), which tells that correct
nodes can BRB-deliver hj, mi. Note that the BRB-no-duplicity property protects Algorithm 1
from the case in which pi broadcasts READY(j, m) while pj broadcasts READY(j, m0 ), such
that m = m0 .
The new part of the BRB-broadcast algorithm (lines 4 to 6) includes two if-statements. The
first one (line 5) makes sure that every correct node receives READY(j, m) from at least one
correct node before BRB-delivering hj, mi. This is done via the broadcasting of READY(j, m)
as soon as pi received it from at least (t+1) different nodes (since t of them can be Byzantine).
The second if-statement (line 6) makes sure that no two correct nodes BRB-deliver different
pairs (in the presence of plausibly fake READY(j, -) messages sent by Byzantine nodes, where
the - simple stand for any legal value). That is, the delivery of a BRB-broadcast is done only
after the first reception of the pair hj, mi from at least (2t+1) (out of which at most t are
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Byzantine). The receiver then knows that there are at least t+1 correct nodes that can make
sure that the condition in line 5 holds eventually for all correct nodes.

3.2 Validated Byzantine Broadcast (VBB)
This communication abstraction sends messages from all nodes to all nodes. It facilitates the
implementation of the studied consensus solution. It offers the operation, vbbBroadcast(v) and
raises the event vbbDeliver(d), for VBB-broadcasting, and respect., VBB-delivering messages. A
complete VBB-broadcast instance includes the invocation of vbbBroadcasti (mi ) by every correct
node pi ∈ P. It also includes vbbDeliver() of, m0 , from at least (n−t) distinct nodes, where m0
is either mj : j ∈ Correct or the transient error symbol, Ψ. The latter value is returned
when a message from a given sender cannot be validated. This validation requires mj to be
VBB-broadcast by at least one correct node. That is, to be VBB delivered from at least (t+1)
different nodes (including its sender pj ), because no node pi can foresee its prospective failures,
e.g., due to unexpected crashes. We detail VBB-broadcast requirements below.
• VBB-validity. VBB-delivery of messages needs to relate to VBB-broadcast of messages in
the following manner.
– VBB-justification. Suppose pi : i ∈ Correct VBB-delivers message m 6= Ψ from some
(faulty or correct) node. There is at least one correct node that VBB-broadcast m.
– VBB-obligation. Suppose all correct nodes VBB-broadcast the same v. All correct
nodes VBB-delivers v from each correct node.
• VBB-uniformity.
Suppose pi : i ∈ Correct VBB-delivers m0 ∈ {m, Ψ} from a (possibly
faulty) node pj ∈ P. All the correct nodes VBB-deliver the same message m0 from pj .
• VBB-Completion.
Suppose pi : i ∈ Correct VBB-broadcasts m. All the correct nodes
VBB-deliver from pi .
3.2.1 Implementing VBB-broadcast
Algorithm 2 presents the studied VBB-broadcast. Note that the line numbers of Algorithm 2
continue the ones of Algorithm 1.
Notation: Let |rec| denote the number of elements in the multiset rec. We use equal (v, rec)
and differ (v, rec) to return the number of occurrences in rec that are equal to, and respec.,
different from v.
Algorithm overview:
Algorithm 2 presents the studied VBB-broadcast implementation.
It invokes BRB-broadcast twice in the first part of the algorithm (lines 7 to 10) and then
VBB-delivers messages from nodes in the second part (lines 11 to 15).
Node pi first BRB-broadcasts INIT(i, vi ) (where vi is the VBB-broadcast message), and suspends until the arrival of INIT() from at least (n−t) different nodes (lines 8 to 9), which pi
collects in the multiset reci . In line 8, node pi tests whether vi was BRB-delivered from at
least n−2t ≥ t+1 different nodes. Since this means that vi was BRB-broadcast by at least one
correct node, pi attests to the validity of vi (line 10). Recall that each time INIT() arrives at
pi , the message is added to reci . Therefore, the fact that |reci | ≥ n−t holds (line 9) does not
keep reci from growing.
Algorithm 2’s second part (lines 11 to 15) includes n concurrent background tasks. Each
task aims at VBB-delivering a message from a different node, say, pj . It starts by waiting until
pi BRB-delivered both INIT(j, vj ) and VALID(j, xj ) from pj so that pi has both pj ’s VBB’s
values, vj , and the result of its validation test, xj .
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Algorithm 3: Multivalued consensus; code for pi
16

17
18
19
20
21

macro bp() do return ∃v 6= Ψ : equal (v, rec) ≥ n−2t ∧ rec = {v 0 6= Ψ} where rec is
a multiset of the values VBB-delivered (line 19)
operation propose(v) begin
vbbBroadcast EST(v);
wait EST(•) messages VBB-delivered from (n−t) different nodes;
if ¬bvO.binPropose(bp()) then return ⊥;
else wait (∃v 6= ⊥ : equal (v, rec) ≥ n−2t) return (v);

• The case of xj = True (line 13). Since pj might be faulty, we cannot be sure that vj was
indeed validated. Thus, pi re-attests vj by waiting until equal (vj , reci ) ≥ n−2t holds. If this
ever happens, pi VBB-delivers vj as a message from pj , because the wait condition implies that
equal (vj , reci ) ≥ t+1 since n−2t ≥ t+1.
• The case of xj = False (line 14).
For similar reasons to the former case, pi needs to
wait until reci contains at least t+1 items that are not vj , because this implies that at least
one correct note cannot attest vj ’s validity. If this ever happens, pi VBB-delivers the transient
error symbol, Ψ, as the received message from pj .

3.3 Multivalued Byzantine-tolerant Consensus
Algorithm 3 reduces any instance of the multivalued consensus problem to binary consensus in
message-passing systems that have up to t < n/3 Byzantine nodes and are enriched by a single
Byzantine fault-tolerant Binary consensus object [28] and the VBB-broadcast communication
abstraction (Algorithm 2).
Note that the line numbers of Algorithm 3 continue the ones of Algorithm 2. The operation
propose(v) allows the multivalued consensus operation to advocate value v ∈ V : 1 < |V |
whereas binPropose(v 0 ) allows the Binary consensus object to advocate value v 0 ∈ {False, True}
(rather than the more traditional assumption of v 0 ∈ {0, 1}). Recall that the task of multivalued
Byzantine- and intrusion-tolerant consensus includes the requirements of MVC-validity, MVCagreement and, MVC-Completion as well as the MVC-no-Intrusion property (Section 1).
Algorithm overview: Node pi has to wait for EST() messages from (n−t) different nodes
after it as VBB-broadcast its own value (lines 18 to 19). It holds all the VBB-delivered values
in the multiset reci (line 16) before testing whether reci includes (1) non-Ψ replies from at least
(n−2t) different nodes, and (2) exactly one non-Ψ value v (line 16). The test result is proposed
to the binary consensus object, bcO (line 20).
Once consensus was reached, pi decides according to the consensus result, bcOi .result().
Specifically, if bcOi .result() = False, pi returns the transient error symbol, Ψ, since there is
no guarantee that any correct node was able to attest to the validity of the proposed value.
Otherwise, pi waits until it received EST(v) messages that have identical values from at least
(n−2t) different nodes (line 21) before returning that value v. Note that some of these (n−2t)
messages were already VBB-delivered at line 19. The proof in [36] shows that any correct node
that invokes bcOi .result(True) does so if all correct nodes eventually VBB-deliver identical values
at least (n−2t) times and then decide.
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Algorithm 4: Self-stabilizing Byzantine- and intrusion-tolerant multivalued consensus via BRB- and VBB-broadcast; code for pi
22

types: brbMSG := {init, echo, ready}; vbbMSG := {init, valid}; constants: resetState /* denotes the system
reset state */

23

variables: bcO := ⊥; /* a binary consensus object */ msg[P][vbbMSG][brbMSG] := [[[∅, . . . , ∅]]] /* most recently
sent/received message per node/type */

24

macros:
1

1

vbbEq(typ, v) := ∃S⊆P:n−2t≤|S| ∀p` ∈S ((-, v) = brbDeliver(typ, `));

vbbDiff (typ, v) := ∃S⊆P:t+1≤|S| ∀p` ∈S ((-, v) 6= brbDeliver(typ, `));

25

1

vbbEcho(typ) do return ∃S⊆P:n−t≤|S| ∀pk ∈S brbDeliver(typ, k) 6= ⊥

26

2

bp() do return (∃v∈{⊥,Ψ}
∃S 0 ⊆P:n−2t≤|S 0 | ∀pk0 ∈S 0 vbbDeliver(k0 ) = v)∧
/
2

27
28
29
30

31

32
33
34

(|{vbbDeliver(k) ∈
/ {⊥, Ψ} : pk ∈ P}| = 1)

operations: brbBroadcast(typ, v) do {if msg[i][typ][init] = ∅ then msg[i][typ][init] ← {v}};
1

vbbBroadcast(v) do brbBroadcast(init, (i, v));

2

propose(v) do vbbBroadcast(v);

brbDeliver(typ, k) do {if ∃m (2t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈ P : (k, m) ∈ msg[`][typ][ready]}| then return m else return ⊥};
1

2

vbbDeliver(k) {if msg[k][init][init] = ∅ ∧ msg[k][valid][init] 6= ∅ then return Ψ; if ¬(brbDeliver(init, k) =
1

(k, v) ∧ brbDeliver(valid, k) = (k, x)) then return ⊥; if x ∧ vbbEq(valid, v) then return v;

1

if ¬x ∧ vbbDiff (valid, v) then return Ψ; if vbbEcho(valid) then return Ψ; return ⊥;}

result() {if bcO = ⊥ ∨ bcO.result() = ⊥ ∨ msg[i][init][init] = ∅ then return ⊥;
2

if ((∃S⊆P:n−t≤|S| ∀pk ∈S vbbDeliver(k) 6= ⊥)∧ ¬bp()) ∨ bcO.result() 6= True then return Ψ;

2

if ∃v∈{⊥,Ψ}
∃S 0 ⊆P:n−2t≤|S 0 | ∀pk0 ∈S 0 vbbDeliver(k0 ) = v then return v; return ⊥;}
/

do-forever begin
foreach typ ∈ vbbMSG do
if ∃(j,m)∈msg[i][typ][echo] m ∈
/ msg[j][typ][init] ∨ ∃(j,m)∈msg[i][typ][ready] ¬((n+t)/2 < |{p` ∈ P : (j, m) ∈
msg[`][typ][echo]}| ∨ (t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈ P : (j, m) ∈ msg[`][typ][ready]}|) then foreach s ∈ brbMSG do
msg[i][typ][s] ← ∅;
1

if

35

1

(∃(j,m)∈msg[i][valid][init] ∧ ¬((∃S⊆P:n−t≤|S| ∀pk ∈P brbDeliver(init, k) 6= ⊥)∧

(m = (∃v6=⊥ ∀pk ∈S brbDeliver(init, k) = v))))) then
1

36

foreach s ∈ brbMSG do msg[i][typ][s] ← ∅

foreach pk ∈ P do
if msg[k][typ][init] ∈
/ {∅, {(k, -)}} ∨ ∃s6=init ∃pj ∈P ∃(j,m),(j,m0 )∈msg[k][typ][s] m 6= m0 then
msg[k][typ][s] ← ∅;
if ∃m∈msg[k][typ][init] msg[i][typ][echo] = ∅ then msg[i][typ][echo] ← {(k, m)};
if ∃m (n+t)/2 < |{p` ∈ P : (k, m) ∈ msg[`][typ][echo]}| then
msg[i][typ][ready] ← msg[i][typ][ready] ∪ {(k, m)};
if ∃m (t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈ P : (k, m) ∈ msg[`][typ][ready]}| then
msg[i][typ][ready] ← msg[i][typ][ready] ∪ {(k, m)};

37
38

39
40
41

42

1

if vbbEcho(init) ∧ {v} = msg[i][init][init] then brbBroadcast(valid, (i, vbbEq(init, v))) ;

43

2

if bcO = ⊥ ∧ ∃S⊆P:n−t≤|S| ∀pk ∈S vbbDeliver(k) 6= ⊥ then bcO.propose(bp());

44
45

broadcast MSG(msg[i]);
upon MSG(mJ ) arrival from pj do ForEach typ ∈ vbbMSG, s ∈ brbMSG, pk ∈ P : s 6= init∨
@s6=init,(k,m),(k,m0 )∈(msg[j][typ][s]∪mJ [typ][s]) m6=m0 do msg[j][typ][s] ← msg[j][typ][s]∪ mJ [typ][s]

4 Self-stabilizing Byzantine-tolerant Multivalued Consensus
Before proposing our solution, we review the challenges that we face when transforming the
non-self-stabilizing algorithm by Mostéfaoui and Raynal [37] in to a self-stabilizing one.
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4.1 Challenges and approaches
We analyze the behavior of the algorithms proposed by Mostéfaoui and Raynal [37] in the
presence of transient-faults. We clarify that our analysis is relevant only in the context of
self-stabilization since Mostéfaoui and Raynal do not consider transient-faults.
4.1.1 Query-based returned values
Algorithm 3’s implementation of operation propose() blocks until the decided value is ready
to be returned. The proposed algorithm considers all three layers in one implementation.
Therefore, we provide a non-blocking implementation in which the decided value is retrieved
via the invocation of result(), where ⊥ is returned as long as no value was decided. Similarly, we
redefine the events brbDeliver() and vbbDeliver() of algorithms 1, and respect., 2, as non-blocking
operations.
4.1.2 Datagram-based end-to-end communications
Algorithms 1 to 3 assume reliable communication channels when broadcasting in a quorumbased manner, i.e., sending the same message to all nodes and then waiting for a reply from
n−f nodes. Next, we explain why, for the sake of a simpler presentation, we choose not to
follow this assumption. Self-stabilizing end-to-end communications require a known bound on
the capacity of the communication channels [19, Chapter 3]. In the context of self-stabilization
and quorum systems, we must avoid situations in which communicating in a quorum-based
manner can lead to a contradiction with the system assumptions. Dolev, Petig, and Schiller [23]
explain that there might be a subset of nodes that are able to complete many round-trips with a
given sender, while other nodes merely accumulate messages in their communication channels.
The channel bounded capacity implies that the system has to either block or omit messages
before their delivery. Thus, the proposed solution does not assume access to reliable channels.
Instead, communications are simply repeated by the algorithm’s do-forever loop.
4.1.3 Dealing with memory corruption and desynchronized system states
Recall that transient faults can corrupt the system state in any manner (as long as the program
code remains intact). For example, the corruption of the program counter can cause it to point
to a wait-until statement (lines 9, 12, 14, 19, and 21) before the broadcast of any message.
This will result in an indefinite blocking. The proposed solution avoids such a situation by:
(1) unifying all messages into a single MSG(mJ ), where the field mJ includes all the fields
of the messages of algorithms 1 to 3, and (2) using if-statements for testing the conditions in
lines 9, 12, 14, 19, and 21 (where wait-until condition used to be).

4.2 The proposed solution
Algorithm 4 is a self-stabilizing Byzantine- and intrusion-tolerant solution to the problem of
multivalued consensus. Note that the line numbers of Algorithm 4 continue the ones of Algorithm 3. The code unifies the self-stabilizing variation of algorithms 1 to 3. Specifically, the
(non-boxed) plain font text is a self-stabilizing version of BRB-broadcast, the 1 boxed text is
a self-stabilizing version of VBB-broadcast, and the 2 boxed text is a self-stabilizing version
of multivalued consensus by Mostéfaoui and Raynal [37].
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4.2.1 Types, constants, variables, and message structure
As mentioned, the message MSG() unifies the messages of algorithms 1 to 3. The array msg[][][]
stores both the information that is sent and arrived by these messages. Specifically, msgi [i][][]
stores the information that node pi broadcasts (line 44) and for any j 6= i the entry msgi [j][][]
stores the information coming from pj (lines 45 to 45). Also, we define the types brbMSG :=
{init, echo, ready} and vbbMSG := {init, valid} (line 22) for storing information related
to BRB- and VBB-broadcast messages, e.g., msgi [i][valid][init] stores the information that
VBB-broadcast disseminate of VALID() messages and the results of the content of READY()
messages appears in msgi [i][-][ready]. The state of Algorithm 4 also includes the Byzantinetolerant binary object, bcOi , where bcOi = ⊥ denotes a inactive object, which becomes active
via the invocation of bcOi .propose(), and bcOi .result() returns the decided value eventually. The
constant resetState denotes the system reset state, i.e., bcOi = ⊥ and every entry of msgi [i][][]
stores the empty set.
4.2.2 Self-stabilizing BRB-broadcast
The brbBroadcast(typ, v) operation (line 27) allows Algorithm 4 to invoke BRB-broadcast instances with v, where typ ∈ brbMSG is the type of the instance. Such an invocation causes
Algorithm 4 to follow the logic presented by Algorithm 1 in lines 29 and 39 to 41. We note that
our solution also includes consistency tests in line 34.
4.2.3 Self-stabilizing VBB-broadcast
The vbbBroadcast(v) allows the invocation of a VBB-broadcast instance with value v. Node pi
VBB-delivers messages from pk via the vbbDeliveri (k) operation. The logic of Algorithm 2 is
implemented by lines 30 and 42. The consistency is tested in line 35. The implementation of
vbbDeliver() (line 30) also includes consistency tests. Specifically, the first if-statement considers
the (inconsistent) case in which the state of node pi encodes that VBB-broadcast of the VALID()
message occurred before the one of INIT() message. Also, the fourth if-statement considers the
case in which the variable xi is corrupted, and thus, there is a need to return the transient error
symbol, Ψ, once pi was VBB-delivered VALID() messages from at least n−t nodes.
4.2.4 Self-stabilizing multivalued consensus
The propose(v) allows the invocation of a VBB-broadcast instance with value v. Node pi VBBdelivers messages from pk via the resulti () operation. The logic of Algorithm 3 is implemented
by lines 31 and 43.

5 Correctness
We provide correctness proof for Algorithm 4. The proof is organized as follows. Definition 5.1 defines the terms active nodes and consistent executions. Theorem 5.1 shows that
consistency is regained within a finite time. Then, for every layer of the algorithm, i.e., BRBbroadcast, VBB-broadcast, and multivalued consensus, we provide a proof of completion (theorems 5.2, 5.8, and respect., 5.13) before demonstrating the closure properties (theorems 5.3, 5.9,
and respect., 5.16), which includes requirements of every task. The main difference between the
completion and the closure proofs is that the latter considers well-initialized starting system
states and complete invocation of operations (Definition 5.2).
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Definition 5.1 (Active nodes and consistent executions) We use the term active for node
pi ∈ P when referring to the case of msgi [i][init][init] 6= ∅. Let R be an Algorithm 4’s execution, pi , pk ∈ P : i ∈ Correct, c ∈ R, and typ ∈ vbbMSG. Suppose in c:
• (brb.i) msgi [k][typ][init] ∈ {∅, {(k, -)}} and @t∈{echo,ready} ∃pj ∈P ∃(j,m),(j,m0 )∈msgi [k][typ][t]
m 6= m0 .
• (brb.ii) for any message MSG(msg = mJ ) in transient from pj to pi , it holds that for
any pk ∈ P, typ ∈ vbbMSG, and t 6= init there are no (k, m), (k, m0 ) ∈ msgi [j][typ][t] ∪
mJ [typ][t], such that m 6= m0 .
• (vbb) @(j,m)∈msgi [i][typ][echo] m ∈
/ msgi [j][typ][init].
• (mvc) @(j,m)∈msgi [i][typ][ready] ¬((|{p` ∈ P : (j, m) ∈ msgi [`][typ][echo]}| > (n+t)/2) ∨
(t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈ P : (j, m) ∈ msgi [`][typ][ready]}|).
In this case, we say that c is consistent. Suppose every system state in R is consistent. In this
case, we say that R is consistent.
Note the term active (Definition 5.1) does not distinguish between the case in which a node
is active due to the occurrence of a transient fault and the invocation of brbBroadcast(init, v)
(or vbbBroadcast(-, v) and propose(v)).
Definition 5.2 (Well-initialized system states and complete invocation of operations)
We say that the system state c is well-initialized if ∀i ∈ Correct : (bcOi , msgi ) := resetState
(line 22) holds and no communication channel between two correct nodes includes MSG()
messages. Suppose that during a well-initialized execution R, every correct node pi invokes
brbBroadcasti (init, v) exactly once. In this case, we say that R includes a complete invocation of BRB-broadcast. We define the complete invocations of VBB-broadcast and multivalued
consensus in similar manners.
Note that a well-initialized system state (Definition 5.2) is also a consistent one (Definition 5.1).

5.1 Consistency regaining for Algorithm 4
Theorem 5.1 (Algorithm 4’s Convergence) Let R be a fair execution of Algorithm 4 in
which all correct nodes are active eventually. The system reaches eventually a state c ∈ R that
starts a consistent execution (Definition 5.1).
Proof of Theorem 5.1 Suppose that R’s starting state is not consistent, specifically, with
respect to invariant (brb.i), (vbb), or (mvc). In other words, at least one of the if-statement
conditions in lines 34, 36, and 38 holds. Since R is fair, eventually every correct node pi takes
a step that includes the execution of lines 34 to 38, which assures that pi becomes consistent
with respect to (brb.i), (vbb), and (mvc). We observe from the code of Algorithm 4 that once
invariants (brb.i), (vbb), and (mvc) hold with respect to pi in c, it holds that any state c0 ∈ R
that follows c is consistent, cf. lines 39 to 45 as well as the updates of msg[][][] according to the
arriving information in line 45. Due to the above, the rest of the proof assumes, without the loss
of generality, that all correct nodes are consistent with respect to (brb.i), (vbb), and (mvc) in any
state of R. Let m be a message that in R’s starting system state resides in the communication
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channels between any pair of correct nodes. Any message that appears in the starting system
state can reside in a communication channel only for a finite time (Section 2.1.1). Thus, by the
definition of complete iterations, the system reaches a state in which m does not appear in the
communication channels eventually. Therefore, when observing that (brb.ii) holds eventually,
we can consider only messages, MSG(mJ = m), that were sent during R by the consistent node
pi .
2T heorem 5.1

5.2 Completion of BRB-broadcast
Theorem 5.2 (BRB-Completion-1) Let typ ∈ brbMSG and R be a consistent execution
of Algorithm 4 where all correct nodes are active eventually. Eventually, ∀i, j ∈ Correct :
brbDeliverj (typ, i) 6= ⊥.
Proof of Theorem 5.2 Since pi is correct, it broadcasts MSG(mJ = msgi [i]) infinitely
often. By the fair communication assumption, every correct pj ∈ P receives MSG(mJ ) eventually. Thus, ∀j ∈ Correct : msgj [i][typ][init] = {m} due to line 45. Also, ∀j ∈ Correct :
msgj [j][typ][echo] ⊇ {(i, m)} since node pj obverses that the if-statement condition in line 39
holds (for the case of kj = i). Thus, pj broadcasts MSG(mJ = msgj [j]) infinitely often. By the
fair communication assumption, every correct node p` ∈ P receives MSG(mJ ) eventually. Thus,
∀j, ` ∈ Correct : msg` [j][typ][echo] ⊇ {(i, m)} (line 45). Since n−t > n+t, node p` observes
that (n+t)/2 < |{px ∈ P : (i, m) ∈ msg` [x][typ][echo]}| holds, i.e., the if-statement condition
in line 40 holds for the case of k` = i, and thus, msg` [`][typ][ready] ⊇ {(i, m)} holds.
Note that, since t < (n+t)/2, faulty nodes cannot prevent a correct node from broadcasting MSG(mJ ) : mJ [typ][ready] ⊇ {(i, m)} infinitely often, say, by colluding and sending
MSG(mJ ) : mJ [typ][ready] ⊇ {(i, m0 )} ∧ m0 6= m. By fair communication, every correct
py ∈ P receives MSG(mJ ) eventually. Thus, ∀j, y ∈ Correct : msgy [j][typ][ready] ⊇ {(i, m)}
holds (line 45). Therefore, whenever py invokes brbDelivery (typ, i) (line 29), the condition
∃m (2t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈ P : (ky = i, m) ∈ msgy [`][typ][ready]}| holds, and thus, m is returned.
2T heorem 5.2

5.3 Closure of BRB-broadcast
Theorem 5.3 (BRB closure) Let R be a well-initialized execution of Algorithm 4 in which
all correct nodes are active eventually via the complete invocation of BRB-broadcast. The system
demonstrates in R a construction of BRB-broadcast.
Proof of Theorem 5.3 BRB-Completion-1 holds (Theorem 5.2).
Lemma 5.4 (BRB-Completion-2) BRB-Completion-2 holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.4 By line 29, pi can BRB-deliver m from pj only once ∃m (2t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈
P : (k, m) ∈ msgi [`][typ][ready]}| holds. During well-initialized execution, only lines 40 to 41
and 45 can add items to msgi [i][typ][ready] and msgi [`][typ][ready], respectively. Let MSG(mJ )
be such that mJ [typ][ready] ⊇ {(j, m)}. Specifically, line 45 adds to msgi [`][typ][ready] items
according to information in MSG(mJ ) messages coming from p` . This means, that at least t + 1
distinct and correct nodes broadcast MSG(mJ ) infinitely often. By the fair communication
assumption and line 45, all correct nodes, px , eventually receive MSG(mJ ) from at least t + 1
distinct nodes and make sure that msgx [`][typ][ready] includes (j, m). Also, by line 41, we know
that msgx [x][typ][ready] ⊇ {(j, m)}, i.e., every correct node broadcast MSG(mJ ) infinitely
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often. By fair communication and line 45, all correct nodes, px , receive MSG(mJ ) from at least
2t + 1 distinct nodes eventually, because there are at least n−t ≥ 2t+1 correct nodes. This
implies that ∃m (2t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈ P : (k, m) ∈ msgi [`][typ][ready]}| holds (due to line 45). Hence,
∀i ∈ Correct : brbDeliveri (typ, j) ∈
/ {⊥, Ψ}.
2Lemma 5.4
Lemma 5.5 The BRB-integrity property holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.5 Suppose brbDeliver(typ, k) = m 6= ⊥ holds in c ∈ R. Also, (towards
a contradiction) brbDeliver(typ, k) = m0 ∈
/ {⊥, m} holds in c0 ∈ R, where c0 appears after c in
R. I.e., ∃m (2t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈ P : (k, m) ∈ msgi [`][typ][ready]}| in c and ∃m0 (2t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈
P : (k, m0 ) ∈ msgi [`][typ][ready]}| in c0 . For any i, j, k ∈ Correct and any typ ∈ brbMSG it
holds that (k, m), (k, m0 ) ∈ msgi [j][typ][ready] (since R is well-initialized, and thus, consistent).
Thus, m = m0 , cf. invariant (brb.ii). Also, observe from the code of Algorithm 4 that no
element is removed from any entry msg[][][] during consistent executions. This means that
msgi [`][typ][ready] includes both (k, m) and (k, m0 ) in c0 . However, this contradicts the fact
that c0 is consistent. Thus, c0 ∈ R cannot exist and BRB-integrity holds.
2Lemma 5.5
Lemma 5.6 (BRB-validity) BRB-validity holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.6 Let pi , pj : i, j ∈ Correct. Suppose that pj BRB-delivers message
m from pi . The proof needs to show that pi BRB-broadcasts m. In other words, suppose
that the adversary, who can capture up to t (Byzantine) nodes, sends the “fake” messages
of msgj [j][typ][echo] ⊇ {(i, m)} or msgj [j][typ][ready] ⊇ {(i, m)}, but pi , who is correct,
never invoked brbBroadcast(m). In this case, our proof shows that no correct node BRBdelivers hi, mi. This is because there are at most t nodes that can broadcast “fake” messages.
Thus, brbDeliver(typ, k) (line 29) cannot deliver hi, mi since t < 2t+1, which means that the
if-statement condition ∃m (2t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈ P : (k, m) ∈ msgi [`][typ][ready]}| cannot be satisfied.
2Lemma 5.6
Lemma 5.7 (BRB-no-duplicity) Suppose pi , pj : i, j ∈ Correct, BRB-broadcast MSG(mJ ) :
mJ [typ][ready] ⊇ {(k, m)}, and respect., MSG(mJ ) : mJ [typ][ready] ⊇ {(k, m0 )}. We have
m = m0 .
Proof of Lemma 5.7 Since R is well-initialized, there must be a step in R in which the
element (k, -) is added to msgx [x][typ][ready] for the first time during R, where px ∈ {pi , pj }.
The correctness proof considers the following two cases.
• Both pi and pj add (k, -) due to line 40.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that
m 6= m0 . Since the if-statement condition in line 40 holds for both pi and pj , we know that
∃m (n+t)/2 < |{p` ∈ P : (k, m) ∈ msgi [`][typ][echo]}| and ∃m0 (n+t)/2 < |{p` ∈ P : (k, m0 ) ∈
msgj [`][typ][echo]}| hold. Since R is well-initialized, this can only happen if pi and pj received
MSG(mJ ) : mJ [typ][echo] ⊇ {(k, m)}, and respect., MSG(mJ ) : mJ [typ][echo] ⊇ {(k, m0 )}
from (n+t)/2 distinct nodes. Note that ∃px ∈ Q1 ∩ Q2 : x ∈ Correct, where Q1 , Q2 ⊆ P :
|Q1 |, |Q2 | ≥ 1+(n+t)/2 (as in [41], item (c) of Lemma 3). But, any correct node, px , has at
most one element in msgx [`][typ][echo] (line 39) during R. Thus, m = m0 , which contradicts
the case assumption.
• There is px ∈ {pi , pj } that adds (k, -) due to line 41.
I.e., ∃m00 (t+1) ≤ |{p` ∈
00
00
0
P : (k, m ) ∈ msg[`][typ][ready]}| ∧ m ∈ {m, m }. Since there are at most t faulty nodes, px
received MSG(mJ ) : mJ [typ][ready] ⊇ {(k, m00 )} from at least one correct node, say px1 , which
received MSG(mJ ) : mJ [typ][ready] ⊇ {(k, m00 )} from px2 , and so on. This chain cannot be
longer than n and it must be originated by the previous case in which (k, -) is added due to
line 40. Thus, m = m0 .
2Lemma 5.7
2T heorem 5.3
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5.4 Completion of VBB-broadcast
Theorem 5.8 (VBB-Completion) Let R be an Algorithm 4’s consistent execution in which
all correct nodes are active eventually. Eventually, ∀i,j∈Correct vbbDeliverj (i) 6= ⊥.
Proof of Theorem 5.8 Suppose either pi : i ∈ Correct VBB-broadcasts m during R or
msgi [i][init][init] = {m} holds in R’s starting state. We show that all correct nodes VBBdeliver m0 ∈ {m, Ψ} from pi . Node pi cannot BRB-broadcast (valid, -) before (init, -) without
having ∀j ∈ Correct : vbbDeliverj (i) = Ψ to hold eventually, due to lines 27 to 28 as well as
the first if-statement of vbbDeliver(), i.e., msgi [k][init][init] = ∅ ∧ smsgi [k][valid][init]
6= ∅ implies the return of Ψ. Therefore, by the assumption that all correct nodes are active
eventually and that there are at least (n−t) correct nodes, the if-statement condition in line 42
holds eventually. I.e., pi makes sure that, eventually, the second if-statement condition does not
hold, say, by invoking brbBroadcast(valid, -). Note that the third, fourth, and fifth if-statement
conditions of vbbDeliver() imply completion. The proof is completed since, eventually, the fifth
if-statement condition holds (Theorem 5.2), the presence of at least n−t correct nodes, and
vbbEcho()’s definition (line 25).
2T heorem 5.8

5.5 Closure of VBB-broadcast
Theorem 5.9 (VBB-Closure) Let R be a well-initialized Algorithm 4’s consistent execution
in which all correct nodes are active eventually. The VBB properties hold.
Proof of Theorem 5.9 VBB-Completion holds (Theorem 5.8).
Lemma 5.10 (VBB-uniformity) VBB-uniformity holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.10 Suppose that pi : i ∈ Correct VBB-delivers m0 ∈ {m, Ψ} from a
(possibly faulty) pj ∈ P. The proof shows that all the correct nodes VBB-deliver the same
message m0 from pj .
Since R is well-initialized and pi VBB-delivers m0 from node pj , msgi [j][init][init] = ∅ ∧
msgi [j][valid][init] 6= ∅ cannot hold and (brbDeliveri (init, j) = (j, vj,i ) ∧ brbDeliveri (valid, j)
= (j, xj,i )) holds due to the second if-statement in line 30. Also, msgk [j][init][init] = ∅ ∧
msgk [j][valid][init] 6= ∅ cannot hold and (brbDeliverk (init, j) = (j, vj,i )∧brbDeliverk (valid, j)
= (j, xj,k )) holds, such that vj,i = vj,k and xj,i = xj,k , because R is well-initialized, BRBno-duplicity, and BRB-Completion-2, which means that every pk : k ∈ Correct eventually
BRB-delivers messages that pi delivers. Due to the same reasons, depending on the value of
xj,i = xj,k , we know that the third or the fourth if-statement conditions of line 30 must hold.
I.e., pk eventually VBB-delivers the same value as pi does.
2Lemma 5.10
Lemma 5.11 (VBB-obligation) VBB-obligation holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.11 Suppose all correct nodes, pj , VBB-broadcast the same value v.
The proof shows that every correct node, pi , VBB-delivers v from pj . Since all correct (and
active) nodes invoke vbbBroadcast(v), pj invokes brbBroadcastj (init, (j, v)) (line 28). Thus,
the if-statement condition in line 42 holds eventually for any correct node pi , i.e., it is true
that ∃S⊆P:n−t≤|S| ∀pk ∈P brbDeliver(init, k) 6= ⊥. Also, there are at least (n−2t) appearances
of (-, v) in the multi-set {brbDeliver(init, k)}pk ∈P . Thus, pi BRB-broadcasts the message
(valid, (i, True)) (line 42). Thus, for any k, ` ∈ Correct, we have brbDeliverk (valid, `) =
(j, True) eventually (due to BRB-validity and BRB-Completion-1). This means that the first
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and second if-statement conditions at line 30 cannot hold eventually. However, the third ifstatement condition must hold eventually and only for the value v. Once that happens, every
correct node pk VBB-delivers v as the value VBB-broadcast by pj .
2Lemma 5.11
Lemma 5.12 (VBB-Justification) VBB-justification holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.12 Suppose pi : i ∈ Correct VBB-delivers m ∈
/ {⊥, Ψ} in step ai ∈ R.
The proof shows that a correct node, pj , invokes vbbBroadcastj (v) : m = (j, v) in step aj ∈ R,
such that aj appears before ai in R. Since m ∈
/ {⊥, Ψ}, we know that ∃S⊆P:n−2t≤|S| ∀pk ∈S (m =
brbDeliveri (k)) due to vbbDeliver()’s definition (line 30). Since n−2t ≥ t+1, at least one correct
node, say, pj that had BRB-broadcast m, because R is a well-initialized execution. Thus, R
includes an invocation of vbbBroadcastj (v) (Algorithm 4’s code). 2Lemma 5.12 2T heorem 5.9

5.6 Completion of multivalued consensus
Theorem 5.13 (MVC-Completion) Let R be a consistent Algorithm 4’s execution in which
any correct node is active eventually. The MVC-Completion property holds during R.
Proof of Theorem 5.13 The proof needs to show that every correct node decides eventually,
i.e., ∀i ∈ Correct : resulti () 6= ⊥.
Any correct node, pi , makes sure that bcOi 6= ⊥, say, by invoking bcOi .propose(bpi ) (line 43).
This is due to the assumption that all correct nodes pi ∈ P are active, the definition of propose()
(line 28), VBB-Completion, and since there are at least (n−t) correct nodes, which implies that
∃S⊆P:n−t≤|S| ∀pk ∈S vbbDeliver(k) 6= ⊥ holds eventually and the if-statement condition in line 43
holds whenever bcOi = ⊥. Eventually bcOi .result() 6= ⊥ (completion of binary consensus).
Thus, resulti () cannot return ⊥ due to its first if-statement (line 31). If resulti () returns (a non⊥ value) due to the second or third if-statement conditions in line 31, resulti () 6= ⊥. The rest of
the proof focuses on showing that eventually one of these two if-statement conditions must hold
and thus the last return statement (of a ⊥ value) cannot occur eventually, see Lemma 5.14.
Lemma 5.14 considers invariants (i.a) and (ii.a). Invariant (i.a) is msg[i][init][init] = ∅
or (∃S⊆P:n−t≤|S| ∀pk ∈S vbbDeliver(k) 6= ⊥) ∧ ¬bp()) or bcO.result() 6= True. Invariant (ii.a) is
∃v∈{⊥,Ψ}
∃S 0 ⊆P:n−2t≤|S 0 | ∀pk0 ∈S 0 vbbDeliver(k 0 ) = v.
/
Lemma 5.14 Eventually (i.a) or (ii.a) holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.14 Suppose, towards a contradiction, that neither (i.a) nor (ii.a) hold.
We simplify the presentation of (i.a) and (ii.a) as follows. Let A := (msg[i][init][init] = ∅),
B := (∃S⊆P:n−t≤|S| ∀pk ∈S vbbDeliver(k) 6= ⊥), C := (bcO.result() 6= True), as well as D :=
(∃v∈{⊥,Ψ}
∃S 0 ⊆P:n−2t≤|S 0 | ∀pk0 ∈S 0 vbbDeliver(k 0 ) = v), and E := (|{vbbDeliver(k) ∈
/ {⊥, Ψ} : pk ∈
/
P}| = 1).
We can express the above assumption in a simpler manner by rewriting (i.a) and (ii.a).
I.e., we always have that neither (i.b) A ∨ (B ∧ ¬bp()) ∨ C nor (ii.b) D hold, where bp() :=
D ∧ E. We can further simplify the negation of assumption, and rewrite: we always have that
(¬A ∧ (¬B ∨ (D ∧ E)) ∧ ¬C) ∧ ¬D holds. By opening the expression we get ¬A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬C ∧ ¬D
or ¬A ∧ D ∧ E ∧ ¬C ∧ ¬D. The latter clause cannot hold since it includes both D and ¬D.
Thus, we write ¬A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬C ∧ ¬D. Claim 5.15 implies the needed contradiction, because ¬A
and ¬B cannot hold simultaneously.
Claim 5.15 (a) ¬A holds when pi is correct and active, (b) if ¬A always holds, then B always
holds eventually, (c) once ¬C holds, it always holds, and (d) ¬D means that result() ∈ {⊥, Ψ}
always holds.
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Proof of Claim 5.15 (a) ¬A is necessary condition for MVC-Completion. (b) By assuming
that ¬A always holds, B eventually always holds due to VBB-Completion (Theorem 5.8) and
since there are at least n−t correct and active nodes. (c) By the integrity property of binary
consensus, once ¬C = bcO.result() = True holds, it always holds. (d) The proof is implied by
the definition of result() (line 31).
2Claim 5.15
2Lemma 5.14
2T heorem 5.13

5.7 Closure of multivalued consensus
Theorem 5.16 (MVC closure) Let R be a well-initialized Algorithm 4’s execution in which
any correct node is active eventually. The MVC requirements hold during R.
Proof of Theorem 5.16 MVC-Completion holds (Theorem 5.13).
Lemma 5.17 The MVC-agreement property holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.17 The proof shows that no two correct nodes decide differently. For
every correct node, pi , bcOi .result() 6= ⊥ holds eventually (Theorem 5.13). By the agreement and
integrity properties of binary consensus, bcOi .result() = False implies MVC-agreement (line 31).
Suppose bcOi .result() = True. By the fact that there is no correct node, pi and node pk ∈ P
(faulty or not) for which there is a value w ∈
/ {⊥, Ψ, v}, such that vbbDeliveri (k) = w. This is due
to n−2t ≥ t + 1 and pb()’s second clause (line 26), which requires v to be unique. 2Lemma 5.17
Lemma 5.18 The MVC-validity property holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.18 Suppose that all the correct nodes propose the same value, v. The
proof needs to show that v is decided. Since all correct nodes propose v, we know that v is
validated (VBB-obligation). Also, all correct nodes VBB-deliver v from at least n−2t different
nodes (VBB-Completion). Since n−2t > t, value v is unique. Note that no value v 0 can be
VBB-broadcast only by faulty nodes and still be validated (VBB-justification). Thus, the non-⊥
values that correct nodes can VBB-deliver are v and Ψ. This means that ∀i ∈ Correct : bpi () =
True, bcOi .result() = True (binary consensus validity), and correct nodes decide v. 2Lemma 5.18
Lemma 5.19 The MVC-no-intrusion property holds.
Proof of Lemma 5.19 Suppose w 6= Ψ is proposed only by faulty nodes. The proof shows
that no correct node decides w. By VBB-justification, no pi : i ∈ Correct VBB-delivers w.
Suppose that bcOi .result() 6= True. Thus, w is not decided due to the last clause of the second
if-statement condition in result()’s definition (line 31). Suppose that bcOi .result() = True. There
must be a node pj for which pbj () = True. I.e., v is decided due to the last if-statement condition
of result() and since there are at least n−2t VBB-deliveries of v. This implies that w 6= v cannot
be decided since n−2t > t.
2Lemma 5.19
2T heorem 5.16

6 Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first self-stabilizing Byzantine- and
intrusion-tolerant algorithm for solving multivalued consensus in asynchronous message-passing
systems. This solution is devised by layering a couple of broadcast protocols, such as Byzantine reliable broadcast and validated Byzantine broadcast. Our solution is based on a code
transformation of existing (non-self-stabilizing) Byzantine-tolerant algorithms into the proposed
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self-stabilizing Byzantine-tolerant algorithm. This transformation is achieved via careful analysis of the effect that arbitrary transient faults can have on the system’s state as well as via
rigorous proof for demonstrating consistency regaining and completion. We hope that the proposed solution and studied techniques can facilitate the design of new building blocks, such as
state-machine replication, for the Cloud and distributed ledgers.
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